
Texture Gradients: gradual change in appearance of objects from coarse to fine. Some
objects appear closer because they are coarse and more distinct, but gradually become less
and less distinct.

Depth perception and motion:
- Motion parallax: if you move your head from side to side, near objects move more

than far objects.
- Distant object hardly move at all
- This gives an important clue to depth

Visual Perception 3: Perceptual Constancy.

(Reading:
Psychology in Context,
Chapter 4. Sensory and Perceptual Processes: How the world enters the mind.
Especially pp. 110-112.)

Perceptual constancy:

● Size constancy- Seeing an object as remaining the same when viewed at different
distances. (Perception of an object as having a fixed size)

● Lightness constancy- Seeing objects as having the same lightness in different
viewing situations. (Ability to perceive the relative reflectance of objects despite
changes in illumination.

● Shape constancy- Seeing objects as having the same shape even when the image
on the retina changes. (Perceiving different shapes as the same).

Summary: Perceptual constancy- The perception that visual characteristics of an object or
quality (such as its shape or colour) remain the same even though the sensory information
striking the eyes changes.

Constancy mechanisms (such as shape constancy, lightness constancy and shape
constancy) exert powerful effects on our perceptions.

Visual Perception 4: Brain processes and pathways.

(Reading:
Psychology in Context,
Chapter 4. Sensory and Perceptual Processes: How the world enters the mind.
Especially pp. 114-116.)

The cerebral cortex: Lobes:
● Occipital lobe
● Temporal lobe
● Parietal lobe
● Frontal lobe

Visual Pathways:
- The signals pass through a relay station before they arrive at V1.
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- After receiving a reward, attention was broad.
- But… anticipation of reward narrowed attention.
- Valence and arousal / motivational intensity both affect attention

Effects of emotion on memory - flashbulb memories:
● Brown and Kulik 1977
● Effect of emotionally intense experience on memory
● Assasination of president kennedy
● Recent work suggests flashbulb memories not immune to forgetting

Why does emotion boost memory?
● Cahil - neuroimaging study
● Participants viewed emotionally arousing or neutral film clips
● Correlation between amygdala activity and subsequent memory for emotional film

clips
● Interaction between amygdala and hippocampus

Emotion and decision making:
- Phineas Gage case.
- Deficit in decision making and emotional processing following frontal lobe damage.
- Modern cases- deficits in decision making and emotion following frontal damage

The somatic marker hypothesis:
- When a negative somatic marker is linked with a failure outcome, it acts as an ‘alarm

bell’
- When a positive somatic marker is linked with a future outcome, it becomes a

‘beacon of incentive; - a hunch.

Language 1: Introduction to Language

(Reading:
Psychology in Context,
Chapter 8 Language and thinking: what humans do best. (especially pp. 255-265)

Thought transfer:
- Ordinary language- more impressive than telepathy.

Psychology of language:
- Another example of the computational paradox.
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- Toddlers: 3 new words per day
- Preschoolers: 5-8 new words per day
- School age: 10-15 new words per day
- Plus rapid learning of the rules that enable children to use thousands of different

sentence types correctly

Later stages of language learning:
- Over-regularisation errors
- Goed, runned, comed, eated
- Use of a grammatical rule rather than imitation and reinforcement

Biological bases of language development:
- Is there a critical period for language learning?
- The case of ‘Genie' was discovered at age 14.
- Failure of normal language development
- Fairly wide ranging vocabulary
- Multi-word speech
- ‘Another house have dog’
- Grammatically impoverished
- Absence of function words
- The case of ‘Isabelle’ - discovered at age 6 yrs
- No language
- Retarded cognitive development
- By age seven - extremely rapid development of speech, normal IQ, joined school in

2nd grade

The origins of language development: Chomskyan view:
● Language is special and unique to humans
● Emerged suddenly in evolution
● Dereck bickerton's response: “...true language, via the emergence of syntac, was a

catastrophic event, occurring within the first few generations of homo sapiens”

Is the Chomskyan view Anti-Darwinian?
- “If it could be demonstrated that any complex organ existed, which could not have

been formed by numerous, successive, slight modifications, my theory would
absolutely break down. But I can find no such case” - the origin of species.

The origins of language development: gradualist view - M. Corballis:m
● Emphasizes mental continuity between humans and animals.
● Animals appear to know what other animals are thinking (theory of mind)
● Animals can mentally replay the past and imagine the future.

Theories of language acquisition
• Behaviourist - Skinner

- Language acquired using general purpose learning mechanisms
• Nativist – Chomsky

- We are born with a language acquisition device (LAD) –Contains grammatical rules
common to all languages
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